MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
Certain writers have even gone so far as to invoke the maritime
commerce of Venice and the cities of Southern Italy, which
belonged to the economic system of Byzantium, on behalf of the
Carolingian economy.
And what does it signify if a few pieces of gold were still struck
in the pth century?1 The important thing is not to discover in the
texts a few references to commerce and exchange; for commerce
and exchange have existed in all ages. What does matter is the
importance and the character of this commerce and this exchange.
In order to appreciate the nature of an economic movement we
need general and comprehensive data; something better than
miscellaneous details, than exceptions and singularities. The presence
of an isolated pedlar or boatman is no proof of the existence of a
system of exchange. If we consider that in the Carolingian epoch
the minting of gold had ceased, that lending money at interest
was prohibited, that there was no longer a class of professional
merchants, that Oriental products (papyrus, spices, silk) were no
longer imported, that the circulation of money was reduced to
the minimum, that laymen could no longer read or write, that the
taxes were no longer organized, and that the towns were merely
fortresses, we can say without hesitation that we are confronted
with a civilization which had retrogressed to the purely agricultural
stage; which no longer needed commerce, credit, and regular
exchange for the maintenance of the social fabric.
We have already seen that the essential cause of this transfor-
mation was the closing of the Western Mediterranean by Islam.
The Carolingians were able to check the Saracen advance towards
the North; they were not able to reopen the sea, and for that
matter, they did not attempt to do so.
Their attitude toward the Musulmans was purely defensive.
The first Carolingians, and even Charles Martel himself, still
further increased the disorder in placing the kingdom> attacked
1 p. vkrcauterbn, in lot, pnsTER, and ganshof, Histoire iuMoyen Ag$>
vol. I, p. 608. Cf. Offa, King of Mertia, who was still minting a few pieces
'of gold, tttf., p. 693.
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